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Abstract
State-alternating context-free grammars are introduced, and the language classes obtained from
them are compared to the classes of the Chomsky hierarchy as well as to somewell-known complexity
classes. In particular, state-alternating context-free grammars are compared to alternating context-free
grammars (Theoret. Comput. Sci. 67 (1989) 75–85) and to alternating pushdown automata. Further,
various derivation strategies are considered, and their inﬂuence on the expressive power of (state-)
alternating context-free grammars is investigated.
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1. Introduction
Alternation is a powerful generalization of non-determinism that has led to many inter-
esting results in automata and complexity theory. It was ﬁrst introduced by Chandra and
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Stockmeyer [2,3] for general Turing machines and by Ladner et al. [10,11] for pushdown
automata. By alternation the well-known deterministic hierarchy
LOGSPACE ⊆ P ⊆ PSPACE ⊆ EXPTIME ⊆ EXPSPACE ⊆ · · ·
shifts by exactly one level, as according to [2,3],
ALOGSPACE = P,
APTIME = PSPACE,
APSPACE = EXPTIME,
AEXPTIME = EXPSPACE.
Further, the class ALINSPACE := L(ALBA) of languages that are accepted by alternat-
ing Turing machines within linear space, that is, by the so-called alternating linear bounded
automata ALBA, coincides with the class L(APDA) of languages that are accepted by al-
ternating pushdown automata (APDA, for short). This class in turn coincides with the
deterministic time complexity class ETIME :=⋃c>0 DTIME(cn) [2,11]. This result holds
in fact for alternating pushdown automata with one-way input as well as with two-way
input.
(Non-alternating) pushdown automata accept exactly the context-free languages, while
non-deterministic Turing machines with linear space bounds accept exactly the context-
sensitive languages. Hence, one would like to also obtain a grammatical characterization
for the class of languages L(APDA) that are accepted by alternating pushdown automata.
This question was ﬁrst addressed by Moriya in [14] by considering alternating context-free
grammars.
Deﬁnition 1.1. An alternating context-free grammar is given through a 5-tuple G =
(V ,U,, P , S), where V is a set of variables (or non-terminals), U ⊆ V is a set of uni-
versal variables,  is a set of terminals, S is the start symbol, and P is a set of context-free
productions. The variables in V \ U are called existential variables.
The derivation relation ⇒G that is induced by G on the set of sentential forms (V ∪
)∗ is deﬁned as follows. Let , ∈ (V ∪ )∗, and let A ∈ V . If A is an existential
variable, and (A→ ) ∈ P , then A⇒G . If, however, A is a universal variable, and
(A → i ) (1 ik) are all the productions from P with left-hand side A, then A ⇒G
(1, . . . , k), that is, all productions with left-hand side A are applied simultaneously.
In this way a derivation is not a linear chain, but it has the form of a tree. A terminal wordw
can be derived fromG, if there exists a ﬁnite derivation tree in this sense such that the root
is labelled with the start symbol S and all leaves are labelled with the string w. As usual
L(G) denotes the set of terminal words derived from G.
In the following we will denote the class of alternating context-free grammars by ACFG,
and L(ACFG) will denote the class of languages that are generated by these grammars.
Further,L(ε-free-ACFG)will denote the class of languages that are generatedby alternating
context-free grammars without ε-rules. We use Llm(ACFG) and Llm(ε-free-ACFG) to
denote the classes of languages that are generated by these grammars using the leftmost
derivation strategy, which requires that in each step of a derivation the leftmost variable of
the current sentential form must be rewritten. Finally, by lin-ACFG we denote the class of
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linear alternating context-free grammars, that is, those alternating context-free grammars
for which each rule contains at most one variable occurrence in its right-hand side.
In [14], it is claimed that a language is accepted by an alternating pushdown automaton
if and only if it can be generated by an alternating context-free grammar, but unfortunately
the arguments given in that paper contain some serious ﬂaws that have not been overcome
to this day. One of the problems stems from the fact that in an alternating context-free
grammar the derivation strategy chosen makes a difference in contrast to the situation for
context-free grammars. In particular, for an alternating context-free grammar, the set of
words generated by leftmost derivations is in general a proper subset of the set of all words
that can be generated by that grammar.
Nevertheless, some interesting partial results have been obtained. First, Chen andToda [4]
presented complexity theoretical characterizations of the language classes Llm(lin-ACFG)
and Llm(ε-free-ACFG) by showing that
P = LOG(Llm(lin-ACFG)) and PSPACE = LOG(Llm(ε-free-ACFG)),
where LOG(L) denotes the closure of the language class L under log-space reductions. For
a linear grammar each derivation is necessarily leftmost, and so the ﬁrst result above can
be restated as P = LOG(L(lin-ACFG)). Then Ibarra, Jiang, and Wang gave a grammatical
characterization for L(APDA) in [8] by showing that L(APDA) = L(linear-erasing-
ACFG), where an alternating context-free grammar G is said to be linear erasing if there
is a constant c such that every string of length n in the language generated by G has a
derivation tree containing only sentential forms of length at most c · n. However, Ibarra,
Jiang, andWang require in addition that the grammar introduces endmarkers for the terminal
strings generated, that is, the language they consider consists of all terminal strings w such
that the string $w$ is generated by the grammar. While the inclusion of L(linear-erasing-
ACFG) in L(APDA) remains valid even without these endmarkers, it is not clear whether
the converse inclusion does, as the simulation of an alternating linear-bounded automaton
by a linear-erasing alternating context-free grammar given in [8] crucially depends on the
use of these endmarkers.
Here we will consider a new variant of alternating grammars, a variant that is obtained
by combining the notion of grammars with states with the notion of alternation. Context-
free grammars with states, abbreviated as ECFG, were introduced by Kasai in [9]. We will
shortly discuss these grammars and the language classes they generate in Section 2. Thenwe
will deﬁne the so-called state-alternating context-free grammars, abbreviated as sACFG,
which are obtained from the grammars with states by distinguishing between universal and
existential states. We will see that these grammars can be interpreted as a generalization of
both the ECFGs and the ACFGs.
In Section 3, we will derive a lower bound for the expressive power of ACFGs by pre-
senting an example of a language that is generated by an ACFG in leftmost mode as well
as in unrestricted mode, but that cannot be written as the intersection of ﬁnitely many
context-free languages. As a consequence, we obtain that Llm(ACFG) ∩ L(ACFG) prop-
erly includes the class of languages that are intersections of ﬁnitely many context-free
languages. In Section 4, we will compare sACFGs to ACFGs. In particular, we will obtain
the basic fact that sACFGs are at least as powerful asACFGs in their generative capacity. In
Section 5, we will consider various restricted versions of sACFGs and analyze the
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complexity of the language classes generated by leftmost derivations. For example we will
show that in leftmost mode, ε-free sACFGs only generate deterministic context-sensitive
languages. Then, in Section 6, we will derive a grammatical characterization for the lan-
guage class L(APDA) in terms of sACFGs by showing that L(APDA) coincides with
Llm(sACFG). In Section 7, we will compare the classes of languages to each other that
are generated by sACFGs using different derivation modes. Finally, in Section 8, we will
address the problem of deciding for a given (s)ACFG G and a ﬁxed derivation mode m,
whether the language Lm(G) coincides with the language L(G). The paper closes with a
discussion of the results obtained and some open problems. In appendix, we include a dia-
gram depicting the known inclusion relations among the major language classes discussed
in the paper and some well-known language and complexity classes.
2. State-alternating context-free grammars
Throughout this paper we will make use of the following notational convention. For a
grammar G of any type, we denote by L(G) the language generated by that grammar, and
for a class of grammarsCwe denote by L(C) the family of all languages that are generated
by grammars from that class. For any derivation mode m, Lm(G) and Lm(C) denote the
language and the family of languages, respectively, that are generated by only using the
derivation mode m. Here we will encounter the leftmost mode, denoted by lm, the leftish
mode, denoted by lt, and the rightmost mode, denoted by rm. Further, by using the preﬁx
ε-free- we indicate that only grammars without ε-rules are considered. Analogously, for
any automaton A, L(A) is the language accepted by A, and for a class of automata C,
L(C) is the class of languages that are accepted by automata from that class. Further, for
reasons of simplicity we will mainly consider only languages that do not contain the empty
word ε.
As mentioned before, context-free grammars with states, abbreviated as ECFG, were
introduced by Kasai [9].
Deﬁnition 2.1. An ECFG is given through a 6-tuple G = (Q, V,, P , S, q0), where Q
is a ﬁnite set of states, V is a ﬁnite set of variables,  is a ﬁnite set of terminals, S ∈ V is
the start symbol, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and P is a ﬁnite set of productions of the form
(p,A)→ (q, ), where p, q ∈ Q, A ∈ V , and  ∈ (V ∪ )∗.
The derivation relation induced by G is deﬁned through (p,A) ⇒ (q,) for all
,  ∈ (V ∪ )∗ and ((p,A)→ (q, )) ∈ P . The language generated by G is the set
L(G) := {w ∈ ∗ | (q0, S)⇒∗ (p,w) for some p ∈ Q }.
A production of the form (p,A)→ (q, ε) is called an ε-rule, and anECFG is called ε-free,
if it does not contain any ε-rules.
The context-free grammars with states are obviously a generalization of the context-
free grammars. However, if we require that each step is performed in a leftmost fashion,
that is,  ∈ ∗ in the above deﬁnition of ⇒, then the derivations of an ECFG can be
simulated by a pushdown automaton. On the other hand, it is easily seen that for ECFGs
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different derivation strategies will in general give different languages. In addition to the
leftmost and the unrestricted derivation modes, we will be interested in the leftish derivation
mode. Here a derivation step (p,A) ⇒ (q,) of an ECFG is called leftish, if no
rule can be applied to the preﬁx . Thus,  may contain occurrences of variables, but
under the current state p none of them can be rewritten with a production from P . In fact,
under the various derivation modes the ECFGs are equivalent in expressive power to the
matrix grammars ([13,17], see also, e.g., [6, Sections 1.4 and 2.2]). Hence, concerning
the language classes generated by the various types of ECFGs, we have the following
results.
Proposition 2.2.
(a) ε-free-CFL=Llm(ε-free-ECFG)L(ε-free-ECFG)Llt(ε-free-ECFG)=CSL.
(b) CFL=Llm(ECFG)L(ECFG)Llt(ECFG)=RE.
(c) The language classes Llt(ε-free-ECFG) and L(ECFG) are incomparable under in-
clusion.
Here CFL (CSL,RE) denotes the class of context-free (context-sensitive, recursively
enumerable) languages.
Now we come to the announced deﬁnition of a new type of alternating grammar, com-
bining the notion of alternation with that of a context-free grammar with states.
Deﬁnition 2.3. An extended alternating context-free grammar, EACFG for short, is a
context-free grammar G = (Q, V,U,, P , S, q0, F ) with states, in which a subset U of
the set of variables V is designated as universal variables, and a subset F of the set of states
Q is designated as ﬁnal states.
The derivation relation ⇒∗G deﬁned by G is the reﬂexive and transitive closure of the
relation ⇒G that is deﬁned as follows. Let (p,A) be a sentential form of G, where
p ∈ Q, ,  ∈ (V ∪ )∗, and A ∈ V . If A is an existential variable, that is, A ∈ V \ U ,
and (p,A) → (q, ) is a production from P , then (p,A) ⇒G (q,). If, however,
A is a universal variable, and if (p,A) → (qi, i ) (1 ik) are all the productions with
left-hand side (p,A), then
(p,A)⇒G ((q1,1), . . . , (qk,k)).
Hence, in the latter case all the rules with left-hand side (p,A) are applied in parallel, and
following this step all the resulting sentential forms are rewritten further, independently of
each other. In this way a derivation tree is obtained from G in analogy to the computation
tree that is associated with an alternating automaton and its input.
The language L(G) that is generated byG consists of all those words w ∈ ∗ for which
there exists a derivation tree such that the root is labelled with the pair (q0, S) and each
leaf is labelled with a pair of the form (p,w) with p ∈ F . Here we remark that the labels
of different leaves may differ in the ﬁrst component, that is, in the ﬁnal state, but that they
must agree in the second component, that is, in the terminal string generated.
There is a slight difference in theway the states are used inECFGs and inEACFGs, as the
latter distinguish between ﬁnal and non-ﬁnal states. However, it can be shown that it would
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Fig. 1. The taxonomy of alternating context-free grammars.
not make a difference in the expressive power of ECFGs, if they also made this distinction
(see Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8). EACFGs are obtained from ACFGs by introducing states, that
is, in essentially the same way as ECFGs are obtained from context-free grammars. Also
EACFGs can be seen as being obtained from ECFGs by distinguishing between universal
and existential variables, that is, in essentially the same way as ACFGs are obtained from
context-free grammars. Hence, theEACFGs unify these two generalizations of context-free
grammars.
As it will turn out, however, the concept of the EACFG is equivalent to the following
concept, where alternation is governed by states and not by variables.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A state-alternating context-free grammar, sACFG for short, is anECFG in
which we distinguish between existential and universal states, and in which wemark certain
states as ﬁnal. LetG = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ) be such a grammar, where U ⊆ Q is the
set of universal states and F ⊆ Q is the set of ﬁnal states.
The derivation relation ⇒∗G is deﬁned on the set Q × (V ∪ )∗ of extended sententialforms. Let p ∈ Q and  ∈ (V ∪ )∗. If p is an existential state, that is, p ∈ Q \ U , then
(p, ) ⇒G (q, 12), if  = 1A2, and there exists a production of the form (p,A) →
(q,). If p is a universal state,  has the factorization  = 1A2, and (p,A) → (qi,i )
(1 ik) are all the productions with left-hand side (p,A), then
(p, )⇒G ((q1, 112), . . . , (qk, 1k2)),
that is, all these productions are applied in parallel to the chosen occurrence of the variable
A, and following this step all these sentential forms are rewritten further, independently of
each other. In this way a derivation tree is obtained.
The language L(G) that is generated byG consists of all words w ∈ ∗ for which there
exists a derivation tree such that the root is labelled with (q0, S) and all leaves are labelled
with pairs of the form (p,w)withp ∈ F . Note that, as for anEACFG, the labels of different
leaves may differ in their ﬁrst components.
Fig. 1 puts the various generalizations of context-free grammars introduced so far into
perspective.
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Belowwe will see that sACFGs are actually equivalent in expressive power toEACFGs.
Lemma 2.5. For each EACFG G, an sACFG G′ can be constructed such that Lm(G) =
Lm(G
′) holds for each derivation mode m. Moreover, if G is ε-free and/or (right-) linear,
then so is G′.
Proof. LetG = (Q, V,U,, P , S, q0, F ) be anEACFG. FromGwe construct an sACFG
G′ that accepts the same language as G. For each state of G, G′ will have an existential as
well as a universal state. Derivation steps ofG involving existential variables will be simu-
lated inG′ by using existential states. Derivation steps ofG, however, that involve universal
variables, will be simulated byG′ by ﬁrst changing from the current existential state to the
corresponding universal state, and by then simulating the universal derivation step ofG. Ac-
cordingly, we takeG′ := (Q∃∪Q∀,Q∀, V ,, P ′, S, q∃0 , F ∃), whereQ∃ := { q∃ | q ∈ Q },
F ∃ := { q∃ | q ∈ F }, andQ∀ := { q∀ | q ∈ Q }, and we deﬁne the set P ′ of productions of
G′ as follows:
(1) For X ∈ V \ U , if (p,X) → (q, ) is in P , where p, q ∈ Q and  ∈ (V ∪ )∗, then
(p∃, X)→ (q∃, ) is included in P ′.
(2) For each X ∈ U , if (p,X) → (q, ) is in P , where p, q ∈ Q and  ∈ (V ∪ )∗, then
(p∃, X)→ (p∀, X) and (p∀, X)→ (q∃, ) are included in P ′.
Clearly, ifG is ε-free and/or (right-) linear, then so isG′. We will see that, for any derivation
tree T ofG that generates a terminal wordw, there is a derivation tree T ′ ofG′ that generates
the same word, and vice versa.
The treeT ′ is obtained fromT inductively as follows.The root ofT is labelledwith the pair
(q0, S), while the root of T ′ is labelledwith the pair (q∃0 , S). Now let  be a node of T with la-
bel (p, X),wherep ∈ Q,X ∈ V , and,  ∈ (V∪)∗, such that under the derivationmode
m the distinguished variable occurrence ofX is to be rewritten next, and assume that T ′ con-
tains a corresponding node ′ with label (p∃, X). If the variableX is existential, then the
node  has a single son 1 with label (q, ), where (p,X)→ (q,) is a production of P .
Accordingly, the node ′will get a son ′1 with label (q∃, ), which corresponds to an appli-
cation of the corresponding production fromgroup (1). If the variableX is universal, then the
node  will have sons 1, . . . , k with labels (qi, i), where (p,X)→ (qi,i ), 1 ik,
are the productions ofP with left-hand side (p,X). Now the node ′ of T ′ will get the single
son ′′ with label (p∀, X), which corresponds to an application of a rule from group (2),
and the node ′′ will get sons ′1, . . . , ′k with labels (q∃i , i), 1 ik, corresponding to
the applications of the rules of group (2) with left-hand side (p∀, X). Hence, we see that
Lm(G) ⊆ Lm(G′) holds.
Conversely, if w ∈ Lm(G′), then there is a derivation tree T ′ for G′ such that the root is
labelledwith (q∃0 , S) and each leaf is labelledwith (q∃, w) for some q ∈ F . Each application
of a production fromgroup (1) corresponds directly to an application of a production fromP .
Further, each production of the form (p∃, X)→ (p∀, X)must be followed by an application
of a production from group (2) that corresponds to a production from P . Hence, it is easily
seen that fromT ′weobtain a derivation treeT forG such that the root is labelledwith (q0, S)
and each leaf is labelledwith (q,w) for some q ∈ F . Thus, we see that the languagesLm(G)
and Lm(G′) coincide. 
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Lemma 2.6. For each sACFG G, an EACFG G′ can be constructed such that Lm(G) =
Lm(G
′) holds for each derivation mode m. Moreover, if G is ε-free and/or (right-) linear,
then so is G′.
Proof. LetG = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ) be an sACFG. FromGwe construct anEACFG
G′ that generates the same language asG. For each variable ofG,G′ will have an existential
and a universal variable. The start symbol ofG′ will be an existential variable, and as long as
G uses existential states in a derivation, G′ will use only existential variables. If, however,
G changes into a universal state in the course of a derivation, then G′ can replace the
(existential) variable that is to be rewritten next according to the derivation mode m by
its universal variant, and using that universal variable it can simulate the current universal
derivation step ofG. Accordingly, we takeG′ := (Q∪Q′, V ∃ ∪V ∀, V ∀,, P ′, S∃, q0, F ),
where Q′ := { q ′ | q ∈ U }, V ∃ := {X∃ | X ∈ V } and V ∀ := {X∀ | X ∈ V }. Further,
let ∃ : (V ∪ )∗ → (V ∃ ∪ )∗ be the morphism that replaces each occurrence of each
variable X by the variable X∃. Then P ′ is deﬁned as follows:
(1) For p ∈ Q \ U , if (p,X) → (q, ) is in P , where X ∈ V , q ∈ Q and  ∈ (V ∪ )∗,
then (p,X∃)→ (q,∃()) is included in P ′.
(2) For each p ∈ U , if (p,X) → (q, ) is in P , where X ∈ V , q ∈ Q and  ∈ (V ∪ )∗,
then (p,X∃)→ (p′, X∀) and (p′, X∀)→ (q,∃()) are included in P ′.
Clearly, if G is ε-free and/or (right-) linear, then so is G′. As in the proof of the previous
lemma it can now be shown that, for each derivation tree T of G that generates a terminal
word w, there is a derivation tree T ′ of G′ that generates the same word, and vice versa.
Thus, the languages Lm(G) and Lm(G′) coincide. 
From these two lemmata we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.7. EACFG and sACFG have exactly the same expressive power.
Thus, in the main part of the paper we will not discuss EACFGs anymore, but consider
sACFGs instead.
3. A lower bound for Llm(ACFG)
Here, we will establish a lower bound for the generative capacity of ACFGs.
For each integer k1, let CFLk denote the class of languages that can be written as
the intersection of k context-free languages, and let CFL := ⋃k0 CFLk . According
to Liu and Weiner [12] the classes CFLk form an inﬁnite hierarchy within the class of
context-sensitive languages.
Example 3.1. For i = 1, 2, let Gi = (Vi, Ui,, Pi, Si) be an ACFG, where we assume
that V1 ∩ V2 = ∅. Let S be a new variable, and let G := (V ,U,, P , S) be deﬁned by
taking V := V1 ∪ V2 ∪ {S}, U := U1 ∪U2 ∪ {S}, and P := P1 ∪ P2 ∪ {S → S1, S → S2}.
Then it is easily seen that Lm(G) = Lm(G1) ∩ Lm(G2) for each derivation mode m.
On the other hand, if we take U := U1 ∪ U2, that is, the start symbol S of G is taken to be
an existential variable, then Lm(G) = Lm(G1) ∪ Lm(G2) for each derivation mode m.
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This shows that, for each derivation mode m, the language class Lm(ACFG) is closed
under intersection and union. As each context-free grammar can be regarded as an ACFG
with no universal variables, we obtain the following inclusion.
Observation 3.2. CFL ⊆ Llm(ACFG) ∩ L(ACFG).
In the following we will prove that this is actually a proper inclusion by considering a
sequence of example languages Lk (k2) and L. For k2, let k := {a1, a2, . . . , ak},
and let Lk be the language
Lk := { (ai11 · ai22 · . . . · aikk )2 | ij1 } ⊆ ∗k.
Further let
L := { (ai1 · b1 · ai2 · b2 · . . . · aik · bk)2 | k0, ij1 } ⊆ {a, b}∗.
Liu and Weiner [12] proved that, for each k2,
{(ai11 · ai22 · . . . · aikk )2 | ij0} ∈ CFLk \ CFLk−1.
From their proof the following lemma follows easily.
Lemma 3.3. For each k2, Lk ∈ CFLk \ CFLk−1.
For each k2, we deﬁne a partial mappingk : {a, b}∗ → ∗k with domain dom(k) :=
(a+ · b1 · a+ · b2 · . . . · a+ · bk)2 by
k : ai1 · b1 · . . . · aik · bk · aj1 · b1 · . . . · ajk · bk → ai11 · . . . · aikk · aj11 · . . . · ajkk .
Note that it follows from the deﬁnition that k(w) is undeﬁned for each word w that does
not belong to the set (a+ · b1 · a+ · b2 · . . . · a+ · bk)2. Obviously, k is an injective mapping
satisfying k(L) = Lk . Further, there exists a generalized sequential machine (GSM)
(see, e.g., [7]) that, given a string w ∈ dom(k) as input, computes the string k(w). On
the other hand there is the following negative result.
Lemma 3.4. L ∈ CFL.
Proof. Assume that L = ⋂mi=1Ni for some context-free languages Ni , 1 im. We
may assume without loss of generality that Ni ⊆ {a, b}∗. Then we obtain the following
equalities from the injectivity of m+1:
Lm+1 = m+1(L) = m+1
(
m⋂
i=1
Ni
)
=
m⋂
i=1
m+1(Ni).
Since CFL is closed under GSM mappings, this contradicts the fact that Lm+1 ∈ CFLm
(Lemma 3.3). 
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In contrast to the result above, we will now see that the language L is generated by an
ACFG. Actually we have the following result.
Lemma 3.5. L ∈ Llm(ACFG) ∩ L(ACFG).
Proof. First, in order to simplify the discussion, we allow an arbitrary stringw consisting of
terminals and variables to be used as the start string for an ACFG. We denote by Llm(G,w)
the language generated by G from the initial string w using the leftmost derivation mode,
and by L(G,w) we denote the language generated by G from the initial string w by the
unrestricted derivation mode. It is not difﬁcult to give context-free grammarsG1 toG4 with
pairwise disjoint sets of variables that generate the following languages over  := {a, b}:
Llm(G1, B) = a+ · b+,
Llm(G2, C) = a+ · b+ · a+ · ba · ∗,
Llm(G3,M) = ⋃
m1
(am · b+ · a · ∗ · b · am),
Llm(G4, T ) = {ε} ∪ a · ∗,
where B, C,M , and T are variables.
Secondly, let
J := ⋃
n1
(a+ · bn · a+ · bn+1),
I1 := (J 2)∗ ∪ ⋃
k0
(J k · a+ · b+ · a+ · b · J k),
I2:=a+ · b · (J 2)∗ · a+ · b+∪ ⋃
k0
(a+ · b · J k · a+ · b+ · a+ · b · J k · a+ · b+)∪{ε},
and
I := ⋃
k1
(a+ · b1 · a+ · b2 · . . . · a+ · bk)2 ∪ {ε}.
Then we have the following equality.
Claim. I = I1 ∩ I2.
Proof. Letw := ar1 · b · ar2 · b2 · . . . · ark · bk · as1 · b · as2 · b2 · . . . · ask · bk be an element of
the language I . For each i = 1, . . . , k−1, ari ·bi ·ari+1 ·bi+1 ∈ J and asi ·bi ·asi+1 ·bi+1 ∈
J . Thus, if k = 2l for some l > 0, then w ∈ (J 2)k , and therewith w ∈ I1. Further,
ar2 · b2 · ar3 · b3 · . . . · ark−1 · bk−1 ∈ J l−1 and as2 · b2 · as3 · b3 · . . . · ask−1 · bk−1 ∈ J l−1,
implying that w ∈ a+ · b · J l−1 · a+ · b+ · a+ · b · J l−1 · a+ · b+, which means that w ∈ I2.
If k = 2l+1, then ar1 ·b·ar2 ·b2 ·. . .·ark−1 ·bk−1 ∈ J l and as2 ·b2 ·as3 ·b3 ·. . .·ask ·bk ∈ J l ,
which shows that w ∈ J l · a+ · b+ · a+ · b · J l . Hence, also in this case w ∈ I1. Further,
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of a typical derivation tree for G.
ar2 · b2 · ar3 · b3 · . . . · ark · bk · as1 · b · as2 · b2 · . . . · ask−1 · bk−1 ∈ (J 2)l , and so w ∈ I2.
Hence, we see that I ⊆ I1 ∩ I2.
Conversely, assume that w ∈ I1 ∩ I2. Let n be the number of factors of the form a+ · b+
inw. From the deﬁnition of I1, we see immediately that n is an even number. So let n = 2k.
If k = 0, then w = ε, and so w ∈ I . So assume that k1. Hence, w has the form
w = ar1 · bt1 · . . . · ark · btk · ark+1 · btk+1 · . . . · ar2k · bt2k ,
where all exponents are positive integers. As w ∈ I1, we see that there are two cases.
Either k is even, and then ari · bti · ari+1 · bti+1 ∈ J for each i ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2k − 1}, or
k = 2l + 1, and then ari · bti · ari+1 · bti+1 ∈ J for each i ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2l − 1} and each
i ∈ {k + 2, k + 4, . . . , 2k − 1}, and tk+1 = 1. As w ∈ I2, too, it follows in each case that
ti = tk+i = i for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Hence, we can conclude that w ∈ I . 
Obviously J , I1, and I2 are context-free. Thus, there exists an ACFG G5 such that
Llm(G5) = L(G5) = I (see Example 3.1).
Finally, we consider the ACFG G which has all the productions of G1 to G4 together
with the following productions:
R → M, R → S, S → C, S → BRb.
Here R is a new universal variable and S is a new existential variable. We consider the
languagesLlm(G,RbT ) andL(G,RbT ) that are generated byG from the initial stringRbT
in leftmost and in unrestricted derivation mode, respectively. In Fig 2 an informal pictorial
description of a typical derivation tree forGwith respect to the unrestricted derivationmode
is given, and in Fig. 3 a leftmost derivation tree for the string a3ba2b2a3ba2b2 is depicted.
We see that within these derivation trees certain dependencies are established between pairs
of powers of a occurring in the string generated. For example, the ﬁrst block ai1b+ is related
to a block ai1b, and the second block ai2b+ is related to a block ai2b2. Thus, if we restrict
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RbT
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



MbT SbT
a3ba2b2a3bT BRb2T
a3ba2b2a3ba2b2 a3bRb2T






a3bMb2T a3bSb2T
a3ba2b2a3ba2b2T a3bCb2T
a3ba2b2a3ba2b2 a3ba2b2a3ba2b2T
a3ba2b2a3ba2b2
Fig. 3. A leftmost derivation tree for a3ba2b2a3ba2b2 in G.
our attention to strings that in addition belong to the language I , then we see by inspection
that
L = I ∩
({ε} ∪ {aibaib | i > 0} ∪ Llm(G,RbT ))
= I ∩ ({ε} ∪ {aibaib | i > 0} ∪ L(G,RbT )).
Obviously {ε} and { aibaib | i1 } can be generated by context-free grammars. As
Llm(ACFG) and L(ACFG) are both closed under union and intersection (see Example
3.1), it follows that L belongs to Llm(ACFG) as well as to L(ACFG). 
From Observation 3.2 and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we obtain the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.6. CFLLlm(ACFG) ∩ L(ACFG).
However, the following problem remains unanswered.
Open Problem 1. Does L separate Llm(ACFG) or L(ACFG) from the Boolean closure
of CFL?
4. Basic properties of ACFGs and sACFGs
Next, we will establish some basic properties of the language classes that are generated
by various kinds of ACFGs and sACFGs. We will mainly concentrate on the leftmost
derivation strategy, but some other strategies will also be considered at various places. In
particular, we will establish a normal form result for both these types of grammars.
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As each ACFG can be interpreted as an EACFG with only a single state, we obtain the
following result from Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 4.1. For each ACFG G, we can construct an sACFG G′ such that Lm(G) =
Lm(G
′) holds for each derivation mode m. Moreover, if G is ε-free and/or (right-) linear,
then so is G′.
Open Problem 2. Does the converse of Lemma 4.1 hold, that is, can each sACFG be
simulated by an ACFG? Observe that this is equivalent to asking whether each EACFG is
equivalent to an EACFG with only a single state. For the leftish mode this is not possible
(see Section 7), but is it at least possible for the leftmost derivation mode?
At least for linear grammars we do have the converse of Lemma 4.1. Observe that for
linear grammars all derivation modes are equivalent.
Lemma 4.2. For each linear sACFG G, we can construct a linear ACFG G′ such that
G and G′ generate the same language. Moreover, if G is right-linear and/or ε-free, then
so is G′.
Proof. Let G = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ) be a linear sACFG. We obtain a linear ACFG
G′ that simulatesG by introducing variables that combine the variables ofGwith the states
of G. The linear ACFG G′ := (V ′, U ′,, P ′, S′) is deﬁned as follows:
• V ′ := { [q,A] | q ∈ Q,A ∈ V } ∪ {E}, where E is a new symbol,
• U ′ := { [q,A] | q ∈ U,A ∈ V },
• S′ := [q0, S], and
• P ′ is obtained as follows:
(1) If (p,A)→ (q, xBy) is inP , whereA,B ∈ V and x, y ∈ ∗, then [p,A] → x[q, B]y
is included in P ′.
(2) If (p,A) → (q, x) is in P , where A ∈ V , x ∈ ∗, and q ∈ F , then [p,A] → x is
included in P ′.
(3) If (p,A) → (q, x) is in P , where A ∈ V , x ∈ ∗, and q ∈ Q \ F , then [p,A] → E
is included in P ′.
Obviously the productions of group (3) cannot be used in any successfulG′-derivation. They
correspond to applications ofG-productions of the form (p,A)→ (q, x) with x ∈ ∗ and
q ∈ Q \ F , which cannot occur in any successful G-derivation, either. However, these
productions have to be included in P ′, as otherwise certain universal derivation steps ofG′
would be successful although the corresponding derivation steps of G are not.
Clearly, G′ is right-linear and/or ε-free, if G is. Now let w be a terminal string such that
w ∈ L(G). Then there is a derivation tree T of G with root labelled by (q0, S) and each
leaf labelled by (q,w) for some ﬁnal state q. From T we obtain a derivation tree T ′ of G′
by replacing each node  with label (p, xAy) (p ∈ Q, x, y ∈ ∗, A ∈ V ) by a node ′ with
label x[p,A]y, and by replacing each node  with label (p, x) (p ∈ F , x ∈ ∗) by a node
′ with label x. Then T ′ witnesses the fact that w ∈ L(G′), that is, L(G) ⊆ L(G′) holds.
As the productions of group (2) are added to P ′ only for those productions of P for
which the state entered during the production considered is ﬁnal, we see that all terminal
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strings that can be generated by G′ can also be generated by G, that is, we have L(G) =
L(G′). 
The above lemmas yield the following consequences.
Theorem 4.3.
(a) L(ε-free-right-lin-ACFG) = L(ε-free-right-lin-sACFG) and
L(right-lin-ACFG) = L(right-lin-sACFG).
(b) L(ε-free-lin-ACFG) = L(ε-free-lin-sACFG) and
L(lin-ACFG) = L(lin-sACFG).
(c) Lm(ε-free-ACFG) ⊆ Lm(ε-free-sACFG) and Lm(ACFG) ⊆ Lm(sACFG), where m
is any of the leftmost, the leftish, the rightmost or the unrestricted derivation modes.
Here, the rightmost derivation mode rm is deﬁned in analogy to the leftmost derivation
mode.
Based on Example 3.1 it is easily seen that the language class L(lin-ACFG) is closed
under intersection. As the non-context-free language { anbncn | n1 } is easily described
as the intersection of two linear languages, it follows that the class LIN of linear languages
is properly contained in L(lin-ACFG).
We close this section by establishing normal forms for ACFGs and sACFGs. First we
will see that for these grammars a normal form exists that is similar to the Chomsky normal
form for context-free grammars, and then we will show that we can assume without loss of
generality that all states of any sACFG are ﬁnal.
Deﬁnition 4.4. A production (A→ ) of an ACFG G = (V ,U,, P , S) or a production
(p,A) → (q, ) of an sACFG G = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ), respectively, is a unit-
production if  is a variable.
The ACFG or the sACFG G, respectively, is said to be in weak Chomsky normal form
if it satisﬁes the following conditions:
(1) each production (A→ ) or (p,A)→ (q, ), respectively, satisﬁes the condition that
 ∈ (V ∪ V 2 ∪  ∪ {ε});
(2) for each variable A ∈ V or for each pair (p,A) ∈ Q × V , respectively, if there are
two or more productions with left-hand side A or (p,A), respectively, then all these
productions are unit-productions.
Thus, if a (state-) alternating context-free grammar is in weak Chomsky normal form, then
it is only for unit-productions that it plays a role whether the actual variable (or state) is
universal or existential.
Lemma 4.5. For each ACFGG, we can construct an ACFGG′ in weak Chomsky normal
form such that G and G′ are equivalent with respect to the leftmost, the leftish and the
unrestricted derivation modes. In addition, if G is ε-free, then so is G′.
Proof. Let G = (V ,U,, P , S) be an ACFG. Following the standard construction of a
context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form from a given context-free grammar, we will
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replace each production of P that is not in weak Chomsky normal form by a sequence of
new productions. However, we have to take the existence of universal variables into account,
which means that this technique has to be adopted accordingly.
First of all we introduce new existential variables V := { aˆ | a ∈  } and take V ′ :=
V ∪V. Then in each production of P we replace each occurrence of each terminal symbol
a ∈  by an occurrence of the corresponding newvariable aˆ. The resulting set of productions
is called P1. Next we deﬁne the set of new productions
P2 := { aˆ → a | a ∈  }.
The grammar G1 := (V ′, U,, P1 ∪ P2, S) is then an ACFG such that each production is
either of the form described in (1) above or it is of the form A → B1B2 · · ·Bk for some
A,B1, . . . , Bk ∈ V ′ and some integer k > 2. Further, it is easily seen that Llm(G) =
Llm(G1), as for each new variable aˆ ∈ V, there is exactly one production in P1 ∪ P2 with
left-hand side aˆ. Thus, under the leftmost derivation mode a sentential form xaˆ, where
x ∈ ∗ and  ∈ V ′∗, has a single successor only, which is the sentential form xa.
Next we replace the productions of the form r := (A → B1B2 · · ·Bk), where A and
B1, . . . , Bk are variables and k > 2. For each production of this form, we introduce new
(existential) variablesCr,2, . . . , Cr,k−1 and replace the original production by the following
productions:
A → Cr,k−1Bk,
Cr,k−1 → Cr,k−2Bk−1,
. . .
Cr,3 → Cr,2B3,
Cr,2 → B1B2.
As the new variables are existential, and as for each production of P1 to be replaced, a set
of new variables is chosen, it is easily seen that the resulting grammarG2 is an ACFG that
satisﬁes condition (1) of the weak Chomsky normal form, and that G2 is equivalent to G
with respect to leftmost derivations.
Finally, for each variable A, if there are k > 1 productions
A→ 1, A→ 2, . . . , A→ k
inG2, then we introduce k new existential variablesD1, . . . , Dk and replace these produc-
tions by the following new productions:
A→ Di,Di → i , 1 ik.
The resulting ACFG is called G′. Obviously, it is in weak Chomsky normal form, and as
each variableDi occurs on the left-hand side of a single production ofG′ only, we see that
the G′-derivation A⇒ Di ⇒ i is just the replacement of the G2-step A⇒ i . Hence, in
leftmost mode G′ generates the same language as the original grammar G.
From the above construction we see that the grammar G′ is ε-free, if G is.
Observe that for any ACFG G, Llt(G) = Llm(G) holds. Further, it is easily seen that
the above construction also works for the unrestricted derivation mode, as all the newly
introduced variables are existential. 
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A symmetric construction yields the corresponding result for the rightmost derivation
mode. Also for sACFGs a corresponding result holds.
Lemma 4.6. For each sACFG G, we can construct an sACFG G′ in weak Chomsky
normal form such thatG andG′ are equivalent with respect to the leftmost, the leftish and
the unrestricted derivation modes. In addition, if G is ε-free, then so is G′.
The construction of G′ from G is almost the same as the construction in the proof of
Lemma 4.5. The only difference consists in the fact that a single new existential state is
needed that is used to ensure that a sequence of steps of G′ that simulate a single step
of G is executed completely before the simulation of the next step of G begins.
Again a symmetric construction yields the corresponding result for the rightmost deriva-
tion mode. Next we will prove that for sACFGs, the notion of ﬁnal states is not of particular
importance. They have been introduced here, as in certain cases they are quite handy to sim-
plify the construction of an sACFG for a particular language, but we can do without them.
As ECFGs are a special case of sACFGs, this shows in particular that it does not matter
whether ECFGs are deﬁned with or without ﬁnal states. In the proof we will already use
Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.7. For each sACFG G, we can construct an sACFG G′ in weak Chomsky
normal form such thatG andG′ are equivalent with respect to the leftmost derivation mode
and all states of G′ are ﬁnal. In addition, if G is ε-free, then so is G′.
Proof. Let G = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ) be an sACFG. By the previous lemma we can
assume without loss of generality that G is in weak Chomsky normal form. We deﬁne an
sACFGG′ := (Q,U, V ′,, P ′, S¯, q0,Q) by taking V ′ := V ∪{ A¯ | A ∈ V }∪{T }, where
A¯ (A ∈ V ) and T are new variables, and P ′ := P ∪ P1, where P1 contains the following
productions:
(1) (p, A¯)→ (q, BC¯), if (p,A)→ (q, BC) is in P ,
(2) (p, A¯)→ (q, B¯), if (p,A)→ (q, B) is in P ,
(3) (p, A¯)→ (q, a), if (p,A)→ (q, a) is in P and q ∈ F ,
(4) (p, A¯)→ (q, T ), if (p,A)→ (q, a) is in P and q ∈ F .
The idea underlying this construction is as follows. In each sentential form within a deriva-
tion tree the rightmost variable is marked. For this the variables A¯ (A ∈ V ) are used. Now
this variable can eventually be rewritten into a terminal symbol only by applying a produc-
tion from group (3). This, however, means that this step, which under the leftmost derivation
mode ends the actual branch of the derivation tree, corresponds to a derivation step in the
grammar G that enters a ﬁnal state.
Now let us consider a derivation tree for a word w ∈ Llm(G′). Then each inner node
of this tree is labelled by a pair (p, xXA¯), where p ∈ Q, x ∈ ∗, X ∈ V ∗, and A ∈ V ,
while each leaf is labelled with a pair (p,w) for some p ∈ Q. As we can get rid of the
variables of the form A¯ only by applying productions from group (3), we actually see
that, for the label (p,w) of each leaf, p ∈ F holds. Thus, by replacing each occurrence
of A¯ (A ∈ V ) by A, we obtain a derivation tree that witnesses that w ∈ Llm(G) holds.
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Hence, we see that Llm(G′) ⊆ Llm(G). Also the converse inclusion is easily veriﬁed. Thus,
we see that Llm(G′) = Llm(G) holds.
Observe that the productions of group (4) are necessary to cover the case that the state p
is universal. If in G all productions with left-hand side (p,A) are applied simultaneously,
whereA is the last (and therewith rightmost) occurrence of a variable in the actual sentential
form, then aG-production of the form (p,A)→ (q, a)with q ∈ F will result in a deadend
in the derivation tree generated, that is, this tree will not generate a valid terminal string.
However, if the corresponding production (p, A¯)→ (q, T ) was missing fromG′, then the
resulting G′-derivation tree would have no branch that corresponds to the deadend in the
G-tree mentioned, and hence, it might lead to generating a valid terminal string.
Obviously, if G is ε-free, then so is G′. 
The above construction makes essential use of the fact that leftmost derivations are
considered. However, the corresponding result also holds for the leftish and the unrestricted
derivation modes.
Lemma 4.8. For each sACFGG, we can construct an sACFGG′ such thatG andG′ are
equivalent with respect to leftish and unrestricted derivations and all states ofG′ are ﬁnal.
In addition, if G is ε-free, then so is G′.
Proof. Actually the construction is much simpler than the one for the leftmost derivation
mode. Let G = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ) be an sACFG. We deﬁne an sACFG G′ :=
(Q,U, V ′,, P ′, S, q0,Q) by taking V ′ := V ∪ { aˆ | a ∈  ∪ {ε} } and
P ′ := { (q,A)→ (p,()) | ((q,A)→ (p, )) ∈ P }
∪ { (q, aˆ)→ (q, a) | q ∈ F, a ∈  ∪ {ε} },
where : (V ∪)∗ → (V ′)∗ is the mapping that replaces each occurrence of each terminal
symbol a within a non-empty string by an occurrence of the variable aˆ, and that maps the
empty string to the variable εˆ.
Each derivation tree in G obviously corresponds to a derivation tree of G′. Observe that
here it is important that we do not consider leftmost derivations, as a variable of the form aˆ
(a ∈ ∪{ε}) can be rewritten into the terminal string a only under a ﬁnal state. On the other
hand, to each derivation tree of G′, we can associate a derivation tree of G that yields the
same terminal string by simply replacing each occurring symbol aˆ by a and by forgetting
about the applications of those rules ofG′ that rewrite these particular variables. It follows
that L(G) = L(G′) and Llt(G) = Llt(G′) hold.
IfG does not contain any ε-rules, thenwe do not need the symbol εˆ inG′, and accordingly
G′ will then also be ε-free. 
5. Upper bounds for some subclasses of Llm(sACFG)
In this section, we consider upper bounds for some subclasses of Llm(sACFG).
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Theorem 5.1. The language class L(right-lin-ACFG) coincides with the class REG of
regular languages.
Proof. As each regular language is generated by a right-linear grammar, the inclusion from
right to left is obvious. Conversely, let L ⊆ ∗ be the language that is generated by the
right-linear ACFG G = (V ,U,, P , S). We will show that there exists an alternating
ﬁnite-state acceptor for the language L. As alternating ﬁnite-state acceptors only accept
regular languages [2], this shows that L is regular.
First we transform the ACFG G as follows. For each universal variable A ∈ U and
for each production A → a1 . . . akB from P , where a1, . . . , ak ∈ , k1, and B ∈ V or
B = ε, we introduce k newexistential variablesA1, . . . , Ak . Thenwe replace the production
A→ a1 . . . akB by the following group of new productions:
A→ A1, A1 → a1A2, . . . , Ak−1 → ak−1Ak, Ak → akB.
Further, for each existential variable C and each production C → c1 . . . ckD from P ,
where c1, . . . , ck ∈ , k > 1, andD ∈ V orD = ε, we introduce new existential variables
C1, . . . , Ck−1, and we replace the production C → c1 . . . ckD by the following group of
productions:
C → c1C1, C1 → c2C2, . . . , Ck−2 → ck−1Ck−1, Ck−1 → ckD.
Then all rules of the resulting right-linear ACFG G′ := (V ′, U,, P ′, S) are of the form
A → B, A → aB, A → a or A → ε, where A,B ∈ V ′ and a ∈ . In addition, if A
is universal, then all productions with left-hand side A are of the ﬁrst or the fourth form.
Thus, no universal derivation step directly generates a terminal symbol.
Now from the grammarG′we construct an alternating ﬁnite-state acceptorM by applying
the standard construction. The states ofM correspond to the variables of G′. In particular,
the universal states of M correspond to the universal variables, and the existential states
of M correspond to the existential variables. Further, the transitions of M correspond to
the productions of G′. In addition, we introduce a new state F that serves as a ﬁnal state,
and that is entered by each transition corresponding to a production of the form A → a
with A ∈ V and a ∈  ∪ {ε}. The ﬁnite-state acceptorM will have ε-transitions, if G′ has
productions of the form A→ B with A,B ∈ V ′ or A→ ε.
From the properties ofG′ we see that the universal states ofM only admit ε-transitions.
Now let w ∈ ∗. It is easily seen that there exists a successful derivation tree for w in G′
if and only if there is an accepting computation tree ofM on input w. Thus,M accepts the
language L, that is, L is indeed regular. 
By Theorem 4.3(a) this has the following consequence.
Corollary 5.2. L(right-lin-ACFG) = L(right-lin-sACFG) = REG.
From Theorem 4.3(b) we know that L(lin-ACFG) and L(lin-sACFG) coincide. On the
other hand Chen and Toda have shown that the closure of L(lin-ACFG) under log-space
reductions coincides with the complexity class P [4]. Thus, their result can be restated as
follows.
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Corollary 5.3. LOG(L(lin-ACFG)) = LOG(L(lin-sACFG)) = P.
As P = ALOGSPACE [2], Corollary 5.3 can be viewed as the counterpart (with respect
to alternation) of the well-known result by Sudborough [18] that
NLOGSPACE = LOG(L(lin-CFG)),
whereNLOGSPACE denotes the class of languages that are accepted by non-deterministic
Turingmachines within logarithmic space. Belowwewill repeatedly refer to the complexity
classDLINSPACE, which is the class of languages that are accepted by deterministic Turing
machines within linear space.
We now turn our attention to ε-free sACFGs. In fact, we ﬁrst consider sACFGs
that are in addition unit-production-free, that is, they do not contain any unit-
productions.
Lemma 5.4. Llm(ε-free-unit-production-free-sACFG) ⊆ DLINSPACE.
Proof. Let G = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ) be an sACFG that is ε- and unit-production-
free. Thus, each production (p,A)→ (q, ) ofG satisﬁes ||2 or  ∈ . Hence, for each
word w ∈ L(G), if |w| = n, then each path from the root to a leaf in each G-derivation
tree of w has length at most 2n− 1, and so each G-derivation tree of w has height at most
2n− 1.
Each node of aG-derivation tree is labelled with a pair of the form (p, ), where p ∈ Q
and  ∈ (V ∪ )+. If  does not contain any variables, then this node is a terminal leaf.
Otherwise, it is either an existential or a universal node, depending on the type of the
state p.
We say that a node is successful if it can be part of a leftmostG-derivation tree forw. Our
goal is to verify whether the root is successful. When creating a leftmostG-derivation tree,
we can distinguish between the following situations, depending on the type of the actual
node:
(1) If it is a terminal node with label (p, u), then it is successful if and only if u = w and
p ∈ F .
(2) If it is an existential node with label (p, uA), where u ∈ ∗,A ∈ V , and  ∈ (V ∪)∗,
then it is successful if and only if there exists a production with left-hand side (p,A)
such that the node is successful that is obtained from the actual node by applying this
production.
(3) If it is a universal node with label (p, uA), where u ∈ ∗, A ∈ V , and  ∈ (V ∪ )∗,
then it is successful if and only if all those nodes are successful that are obtained from
the actual node by applying all the rules with left-hand side (p,A).
Further, in the latter two cases we can abort the search, if |uA| > |w|.
We now construct a linearly space-bounded deterministic Turing machine T that, given
a word w ∈ + as input, tries to construct a leftmost G-derivation tree for w in depth-ﬁrst
order by using all possible applications of rules in a systematic way. The above bound is
used to limit the depth to which the search continues.
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In order to realize this depth-ﬁrst search, the Turing machine T has four tapes. The ﬁrst
of these tapes will contain the given input. It will not be changed in the course of the
computation, as it will be used to check the labels of terminal nodes encountered during the
search. Because of the intended linear space bound, T cannot possibly store the complete
G-derivation tree for w. Instead it only stores the current sentential form together with
information on the ‘address’ of the actual node. For this, the second tape will contain a
description of the path in the currently created partial leftmost G-derivation tree that leads
to the actual node. Observe that this node is uniquely described by the sequence of rules that
have been applied on the path from the root of the tree to this particular node. Thus, from
this information all ancestors of the current node can be recomputed on demand. The third
tape will contain the sentential form ofG that is the label of the actual node, and ﬁnally the
fourth tape will be used as scratch paper for performing auxiliary calculations.
Let w ∈ + be the given input, and let n := 2 · |w| − 1. For each integer k, 1kn,
the initial part of length k of a path in the G-derivation tree of w (and therewith a node in
this tree) can be described uniquely by a sequence of the form
(Q1 : i1), (Q2 : i2), . . . , (Qk : ik),
where ij is the serial number (with respect to an arbitrarily chosen linear ordering of the
productions of G) of the production (pij , Aij ) → (qij , ij ) that is used in step j , and Qj
is the quantiﬁer ∀, if the state pij is universal, and it is the quantiﬁer ∃, if the state pij is
existential, 1jk. Further, two productions i and j are said to be compatible if they
apply to the same conﬁgurations in leftmost derivation mode, that is, pi = pj andAi = Aj
hold simultaneously.
The Turing machine T will use its second tape as a pushdown store that stores the
sequence of pairs (Q1 : i1), (Q2 : i2), . . . , (Qk : ik) that describe the path in the leftmost
G-derivation tree that leads to the actual node. Here i1 is the index of the rule that was
applied to the start symbol on the actual path, and ik is the index of the rule through which
the actual sentential form (qik , ) has been obtained. Accordingly, the pair (Qk : ik)will be
on the top of the stack. Observe that the quantiﬁer Qk corresponds to the type (existential
or universal) of the parent node of the actual node, and as such it gives information on how
to proceed once it has been determined whether or not the actual node is successful.
The computation of the Turing machine T is now described by the following procedure.
Within this procedure accept is equated with the Boolean value true, and reject stands for
the value false. Further, the stack operations push, top, and pop used refer always to tape 2,
and the items that are pushed, retrieved or popped from the stack, respectively, are always
pairs of the form (Q : i), whereQ ∈ {∃,∀} and i ∈ {1, . . . , |P |}. Further, a boolean variable
result is used to compute (and store) the result of the computation. For each node it will be
set to the value accept if this node is successful. The computation halts once it becomes
clear whether the root of the tree, which is labelled with the pair (q0, S), is successful. In
the afﬁrmative this happens only when the stack (that is, tape 2) has become empty, and the
root has been recognized as a successful node, while in the negative this might be realized
much sooner. Tomanage the depth-ﬁrst search another boolean variable named ﬁrst is being
used. For each node encountered during the search process this variable has value true if
the actual node is just being encountered for the ﬁrst time, and it gets the value false once
the actual node is being revisited.
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boolean function simulate(w); (∗ w ∈ + is the given input. ∗)
begin boolean result, ﬁrst;
stack tape2← empty; (∗ tape2 is used as a stack ∗)
(∗ INITIALISATION ∗)
choose i to be the index of the ﬁrst production of G that is applicable to the
initial sentential form (q0, S);
if q0 is universal thenQ← ∀ elseQ← ∃;
push(Q : i);
ﬁrst← true;
result← reject;
while not empty tape2 do (∗ SIMULATION ∗)
begin if ﬁrst = true then
begin
on tape3, simulate the leftmost G-derivation that is described by
the current content of tape2, starting from the initial sentential form
(q0, S), and let (q, ) be the resulting sentential form;
ﬁrst← false;
if  ∈ ∗ then (∗  is a terminal string ∗)
if  = w and q ∈ F then result← accept
else result← reject
else (∗  is NOT a terminal string ∗)
if ∃i : production i is applicable to (q, )
and || |w| then
begin
choose i to be the smallest index of a production of G
that is applicable to the sentential form (q, ), and let
Q be the quantiﬁer corresponding to the state q;
push(Q : i);
ﬁrst← true;
end
else result← reject;
end
else (∗ ﬁrst = false ∗)
begin (Q : i)← top; (∗ Read the topmost element from the stack ∗)
pop; (∗ (Q : i) is removed from the stack ∗)
if ((Q = ∃ and result = reject) or (Q = ∀ and result = accept))
and ∃j > i : productions i and j are compatible then
begin choose the smallest j > i with this property;
push (Q : j );
ﬁrst← true;
end
end
end;
return result;
end.
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Given a stringw ∈ + as input, the Turingmachine T performs a traversal of the leftmost
derivation tree of G for w in depth-ﬁrst order. Each time a sentential form is generated,
which is indicated by pushing a new pair (Q : i) onto tape 2, the Boolean variable ﬁrst
is set to true. In the next traversal of the while-loop T tries to extend the derivation, if
the sentential form is not terminal already, or it compares the result of this branch of the
derivation tree to the given input w, if the actual sentential form is terminal. Observe that a
terminal sentential form ends the actual branch of the derivation tree, and that this branch
is successful, if the string generated coincides with the input string w and if the actual state
is ﬁnal, and that this branch fails, if the string generated differs from w or if the actual
state is not ﬁnal. When T reaches the same pair (Q : i) again during the backtracking
process, which is indicated by the truth value false of the variable ﬁrst, then this step can
be removed if the result of the corresponding subtree is already known, which is the case if
Q is existential and the current result is accept, or ifQ is universal and the current result is
reject. Otherwise the corresponding brother conﬁgurations have to be examined in order to
determine the result of the actual branch correctly. To do so the step encoded by (Q : i) is
replaced by its next older brother, if such a brother exists. It follows that the language L(T )
accepted by T coincides with the language Llm(G).
As T simulates leftmost G-derivations for the given input w, the content of tape 2 is
bounded in length by the number c · n for some constant c. As tape 3 always contains a
sentential form of G, it is also bounded in length by |w|. Hence, T can indeed be realized
in a linearly space-bounded manner. 
Next we want to generalize the above result to ε-free sACFGs. As an intermediate step
we introduce the following notion. An sACFGG is said to have bounded unit-productions
if there exists a constant c1 such that, for each string w ∈ Llm(G), there exists a leftmost
G-derivation tree for w such that the number of applications of unit-productions on each
path of this derivation tree is bounded from above by the number c · |w|.
If G is ε-free and has bounded unit-productions with respect to the constant c, then for
each string w ∈ Llm(G), there exists a leftmost G-derivation tree for w such that on each
path of G, there are at most 2 · |w| − 1 many applications of non-unit-productions and
c · |w| many applications of unit-productions. Thus, this leftmost G-derivation tree for w
has height at most (2+ c) · |w| − 1. Hence, the arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.4 apply
to G. This yields the following consequence.
Corollary 5.5. Llm(ε-free-bounded-unit-production-sACFG) ⊆ DLINSPACE.
Based on the notion of bounded unit-productions, we can now establish the following
interesting result.
Theorem 5.6. Llm(ε-free-sACFG) ⊆ DLINSPACE.
Proof. It sufﬁces by the previous corollary to show that an ε-free sACFG has necessarily
bounded unit-productions. So letG = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ) be an ε-free sACFG. We
choose the constant c := 2 · |Q| · |V |, and claim thatG has bounded unit-productions with
respect to this constant c.
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Let w ∈ Llm(G), |w| = n, and let T be a G-derivation tree for w corresponding to a
leftmost derivation. Assume that this tree contains a path p on which there are more than
c · n = 2 · |Q| · |V | · n applications of unit-productions. As G is ε-free, p contains at most
2n − 1 applications of non-unit-productions. Hence, p can be partitioned into (at most)
2n− 1 subpaths p1, . . . , p2n−1 such that
• each subpath pi contains only applications of unit-productions, and
• subpath pi is connected to subpath pi+1 (1 i < 2n − 2) by an application of a non-
unit-production, and
• subpath p2n−1 ends with a non-unit-production that generates a terminal sentential form.
Thus, there is an index i such that subpath pi contains more than |Q| · |V | applications of
unit-productions, that is, this subpath can be decomposed as
pi = p(1)i → (q, uA)→ (r, uB)→ p(2)i → (q, uA)→ (r, uB)→ p(3)i ,
where (q,A) → (r, B) is the ﬁrst unit-production that is repeated on pi . By deleting the
subpath (r, uB)→ p(2)i → (q, uA) we obtain an equivalent derivation tree. This is true
even if this subpath contains universal steps, in which case we also delete all the subtrees
generated along this subpath. By using such replacements repeatedly we eventually obtain
a leftmostG-derivation tree for w that does not contain more than c · n unit-productions on
any path. Thus, we see that G has indeed bounded unit-productions. 
This result together with Theorem 4.3(c) and the result of Chen and Toda on ε-free
ACFGs [4] has the following consequence.
Corollary 5.7. LOG(Llm(ε-free-ACFG)) = LOG(Llm(ε-free-sACFG)) = PSPACE.
6. Characterizing language classes by automata
The original purpose for introducing ACFGs was to give a grammatical characterization
for the language classL(APDA) [14]. Such a characterization will be derived in this section
in terms of sACFGs with leftmost derivations.
Deﬁnition 6.1. An alternating pushdown automaton, APDA for short, M is given by an
8-tuple (Q,U,,	, 
, q0, Z0, F ), where Q is a ﬁnite set of states, U ⊆ Q is a set of
universal states,  is an input alphabet, 	 is a pushdown alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is the initial
state, Z0 ∈ 	 is the bottom marker for the pushdown store, F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting (or
ﬁnal) states, and 
 : Q× ( ∪ {ε})× 	→ Pﬁn(Q× 	∗) is a transition function.
A conﬁguration ofM is described by a triple (q, u, ), where q ∈ Q is the current state,
u ∈ ∗ is the remaining part of the input with the input head scanning the ﬁrst symbol of u,
and  is the current content of the pushdown store with the ﬁrst letter of  being the symbol
on the top of the pushdown store and the last letter of  being the symbol on the bottom
of the pushdown store. As usual the initial conﬁguration for an input w ∈ ∗ is the triple
(q0, w,Z0), and a ﬁnal conﬁguration has the form (q, ε, ) with q ∈ F and  ∈ 	∗.
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An input w ∈ ∗ is accepted by M , if there is a successful computation tree of M on
that input, that is, there is a ﬁnite tree the nodes of which are labelled by conﬁgurations of
M such that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) the root is labelled with the initial conﬁguration (q0, w,Z0);
(2) each leaf is labelled with a ﬁnal conﬁguration;
(3) if a non-leaf is labelled by (q, au, Z), where q ∈ Q \ U , a ∈  ∪ {ε}, Z ∈ 	, then it
has a single successor that is labelled by (p, u,) for some (p,) ∈ 
(q, a, Z);
(4) if a non-leaf is labelled by (q, au, Z), where q ∈ U , a ∈  ∪ {ε}, Z ∈ 	, and
if 
(q, a, Z) = {(p1,1), . . . , (pm,m)}, then it has m successor nodes labelled by
(p1, u,1), . . . , (pm, u,m), respectively.
Instead of accepting by ﬁnal state as deﬁned above, an APDA can also accept by empty
pushdown, which means that each leaf of a successful computation tree is labelled with a
conﬁguration of the form (q, ε, ε), where q is any state fromQ.
As mentioned in the introduction, it has been shown in [11] that L(APDA) = ETIME.
To derive the intended grammatical characterization the following two technical lemmas
are needed.
Lemma 6.2. For each APDAM , there exists an APDAM ′ such that L(M) = L(M ′), and
all ﬁnal states ofM ′ are existential.
Proof. Let M = (Q,U,,	, 
, q0, Z0, F ) be an APDA. If U ∩ F = ∅, then already all
ﬁnal states ofM are existential, and there is nothing to do.
Assume that U ∩F = ∅. Then we construct an APDAM ′ := (Q′, U ′,,	′, 
′, q ′0, Z′0,
F ′) fromM by creating two new states qf and qu for each state q ∈ U ∩F . The state qf will
be a ﬁnal state that is existential, and the state qu will be a non-ﬁnal state that is universal.
Further, the original state q will be turned into a non-ﬁnal existential state. In addition, a
new initial state q ′0 and a new bottom marker Z′0 for the pushdown store are introduced.
The main idea of the construction of M ′ is the following. Whenever M ′ is in state q, it
must choose non-deterministically whether the role of q as a universal state or its role as a
ﬁnal state is needed. This is done by executing an ε-step that takes M ′ into state qu or qf ,
respectively. Accordingly,M ′ is deﬁned as follows:
• Q′ := Q ∪ { qf , qu | q ∈ U ∩ F } ∪ {q ′0},• U ′ := (U \ F) ∪ { qu | q ∈ U ∩ F },
• F ′ := (F \ U) ∪ { qf | q ∈ U ∩ F },
• 	′ := 	 ∪ {Z′0},• 
′(q ′0, ε, Z′0) := (q0, Z0Z′0),• 
′(q, a, Z) := 
(q, a, Z) if q ∈ Q \ (U ∩ F), a ∈  ∪ {ε}, Z ∈ 	,
• 
′(q, ε, Z) := {(qf , Z), (qu, Z)} if q ∈ U ∩ F,Z ∈ 	′,
• 
′(qu, a, Z) := 
(q, a, Z) if q ∈ U ∩ F, a ∈  ∪ {ε}, Z ∈ 	.
Each time a state q ∈ U ∩ F is encountered in the course of a computation of M ′, either
the universal state qu is entered, thus continuing the simulation of M , or the ﬁnal state qf
is entered, which ends the simulation. The new bottom marker Z′0 for the pushdown store
ofM ′ is introduced in order to enableM ′ to enter a ﬁnal state, even if in the corresponding
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computation ofM a universal ﬁnal state p is entered in a move that empties the pushdown
store. It is now straightforward to verify thatM ′ accepts the same language asM . 
The next lemma establishes a kind of normal form for APDAs.
Lemma 6.3. If a languageL is accepted by anAPDA by ﬁnal state, thenL is also accepted
by an APDA N by empty pushdown, where, in addition, each universal transition of N is
an ε-transition, that is, N satisﬁes the following condition:
(∗) if p is a universal state of N , and 
(p, a, Z) = ∅, then a = ε.
Proof. LetM be anAPDA accepting the languageL. By the previous lemmawe can assume
without loss of generality that no ﬁnal state ofM is universal. Now by applying the standard
technique for pushdown automata (see, e.g., [7, Theorem 5.1]), we can convert M into
an equivalent APDA M1 := (Q,U,,	, 
, q0, Z0) which accepts by empty pushdown.
Observe that here it is essential that no ﬁnal state ofM is universal, as by this construction
ε-transitions that empty the pushdown store are introduced for all ﬁnal states.
Next, we introduce a new existential state pˆ for each universal state p ofM1 and replace
each occurrence of p in the right-hand side of any transition by pˆ. Further, we introduce
new universal states [p, a] (a ∈ ∪{ε}), and introduce the following additional transitions
for all a ∈  ∪ {ε} and Z ∈ 	:

N(pˆ, a, Z) := {([p, a], Z)},

N([p, a], ε, Z) := 
(p, a, Z).
Let N denote the resulting APDA. Clearly N satisﬁes the condition (∗). To see that N is
equivalent to M1 we note that a universal transition 
(p, a, Z) of M1 is simulated by N
by ﬁrst entering the existential state pˆ, then choosing non-deterministically the transition
(pˆ, a, Z) → ([p, a], Z), and then executing the universal ε-transition 
N([p, a], ε, Z).
Since M1 accepts by empty pushdown, and since N does not empty its pushdown unless
M1 does so, N andM1 accept the same language by empty pushdown. 
Based on this technical result we can now establish the following characterization.
Theorem 6.4. Llm(sACFG) = L(APDA).
Proof. For the inclusion Llm(sACFG) ⊆ L(APDA), let G = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F)
be an sACFG. By Lemma 4.7 we may assume that G is in weak Chomsky normal form
and that F = Q holds. As APDAs are allowed to make ε-transitions, that is, the head on
the input tape may remain stationary during certain transitions, the standard technique (see,
e.g., [7]) can be used to construct an APDA M from G such that M accepts the language
Llm(G). Observe the fact that, whenever several different productions of G are applicable
to the same sentential form, all the possible productions are unit-productions, which means
that all existential or universal transitions ofM that entail a non-deterministic choice are in
fact ε-transitions.
The proof for the converse inclusion L(APDA) ⊆ Llm(sACFG) is actually simpler than
the one for the non-alternating case, as sACFGs can use their own states to simulate the state
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transitions ofAPDAs. LetM = (Q,U,,	, 
, q0, Z0,Q) be anAPDA. By Lemma 6.3we
can assume thatM accepts by empty pushdown, and that all universal transitions ofM are
ε-transitions. Assume thatM is in a conﬁguration (p, ay, Z), where p is the current state,
ay (a ∈ ∪{ε}, y ∈ ∗) is the remaining sufﬁx (the unconsumed part) of the input, andZ
(Z ∈ 	,  ∈ 	∗) is the current content of the pushdown store. Further, let x be the preﬁx of
the input that has already been consumed byM before reaching the current conﬁguration.
Then we construct an sACFG G which has the same universal and existential states as
M and that behaves as follows. Corresponding to the current conﬁguration (p, ay, Z) of
M , G will derive the sentential form (p, xZ). If 
(p, a, Z) contains (q,), then G has
the production (p, Z) → (q, a). Thus, (q, xa) is directly derived from (p, xZ) by
rewriting the leftmost variable Z into xZ. Observe that by Lemma 6.3, if p is universal,
then for any Z ∈ 	, the universal productions of G with left-hand side (p, Z) correspond
one to one to the universal transitions 
(p, ε, Z) ofM . It follows easily that the languages
Llm(G) and L(M) coincide. 
By Lemma 4.1 and the result on L(APDA) from [11] the above characterization yields
the following consequence.
Corollary 6.5. Llm(ACFG) ⊆ Llm(sACFG) = L(APDA) = ETIME .
7. Comparisons of derivation strategies
So far we have mostly considered leftmost derivations for ACFGs and sACFGs, but of
course there are many strategies to select an occurrence of a variable in a sentential form to
apply a production. Here, we compare the expressive power of theACFGs and the sACFGs
with respect to the leftmost, the leftish and the unrestricted derivation modes. First we turn
to the leftish derivation strategy, which differs signiﬁcantly in expressive power from the
leftmost strategy, as we will see below.
Theorem 7.1. (a) Llt(-free-sACFG) ⊆ L(APDA).
(b) Llt(sACFG) = RE.
Proof. (a) It is known (see [2]) that L(APDA) = L(ALBA), where ALBA stands for
alternating linear bounded automata. Hence, in order to prove that Llt(ε-free-sACFG) ⊆
L(APDA), it sufﬁces to present an ALBA M which accepts the language generated by a
given ε-free sACFG G in leftish mode. By Lemma 4.8 we can assume that all states of G
are ﬁnal.
The input tape ofM is divided into two tracks. Throughout the computationM retains the
input string on the ﬁrst track, and it utilizes the second track to simulate leftish derivations
of G. Naturally,M holds the actual state of G in its ﬁnite control.
M simulates each G-derivation step by a sequence of moves, called a cycle. At the
beginning of a cycle, the read/write head ofM is at the left end of the input tape.M begins
the cycle by searching the sentential form on the second track from left to right for the
leftmost variable A to which a production ofG can be applied. OnceM ﬁnds this variable,
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it applies an appropriate production (p,A) → (q, ) of G, thereby replacing the variable
A by the string . This step is existential or universal, depending on whether the state p of
G is existential or universal, respectively. As  may be of length larger than one, M may
have to shift the sufﬁx of the inscription of the second track to the right in order to have
enough space for storing . Further, M stores the state q in its ﬁnite control. M ends the
current cycle by moving its read/write head back to the left end of the input tape.
If M reaches the right end of the input tape without ﬁnding any variable on the second
track to which a production ofG applies, thenM either accepts (if there is no variable at all
in the sentential form and if the contents of the two tracks coincide) or rejects (otherwise).
It easily follows that L(M) = Llt(G).
As the sACFG G does not contain any ε-productions, each conﬁguration of M uses
only the space provided by the given input. Thus,M is linearly space-bounded, that is, it is
indeed an ALBA. Hence, Llt(-free-sACFG) ⊆ L(ALBA) = L(APDA) follows.
(b) As each ECFG (see Section 2) can be regarded as an sACFG with only existential
states, it follows from Proposition 2.2(b) that Llt(sACFG) ⊇ Llt(ECFG) = RE. The
converse inclusion is obvious. 
Together with Theorem 6.4 this yields the following inclusion.
Corollary 7.2. Llt(-free-sACFG) ⊆ Llm(sACFG).
Open Problem 3. Does the converse of the inclusion above hold, too?
Concerning the expressive power of the various derivation modes for the sACFGs, we
have the following inclusions.
Theorem 7.3.
(a) Llm(-free-sACFG) ⊆ Llt(-free-sACFG) and
L(ε-free-sACFG) ⊆ Llt(-free-sACFG).
(b) Llm(sACFG ⊆ Llt(sACFG) and L(sACFG) ⊆ Llt(sACFG).
Proof. The inclusions in (b) are immediate consequences of Theorem 7.1(b). It remains to
verify the inclusions in (a). The ﬁrst of them is a consequence of Proposition 2.2 (a) and
Theorem 5.6, as each ECFG is also an sACFG.
It remains to prove the inclusion L(ε-free-sACFG) ⊆ Llt(ε-free-sACFG). For an arbi-
trary ε-free sACFGG = (Q,U, V,, P , S, q0, F ), wewill construct an ε-free sACFGG′
that in leftish mode simulates the unrestricted derivations of G. The idea of the simulation
is as follows.
For each variable X, a new variable X¯ is introduced, and for each variable or terminal
A, a new variable A′ is introduced. Further, for each state q, two new existential states Eq
and E¯q are introduced. When (p,X) is the current sentential form of G, where p ∈ Q,
,  ∈ (V ∪)∗, andX ∈ V , and the displayed occurrence of the variableX is the one that
is to be rewritten next, then this derivation step is simulated by a sequence of derivation
steps of G′. This sequence starts with the sentential form (Ep,X). As G′ has to work
in leftish mode, we need some preparatory steps that change the current sentential form in
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such a way that the displayed occurrence of the variable X becomes the leftmost to which
a production of G′ is applicable. For this each variable Y that occurs within the preﬁx 
is replaced by an occurrence of the new variable Y¯ . After that has been done, the state Ep
changes into the state p, and then the actual derivation step of G is simulated by a leftish
derivation step of G′. However, to complete the simulation of the G-derivation step, the
variables of the form Y¯ contained in  must again be replaced by the original variables.
This is done using the states of the form E¯q and the new variables of the form A′.
We now describe G′ in detail. We take G′ := (Q′, U, V ′,, P ′, S, q0, F ′), where
Q′ := Q ∪ {Ep, E¯p | p ∈ Q },
V ′ := V ∪ { X¯ | X ∈ V } ∪ {A′ | A ∈ V ∪  },
F ′ := {Ep | p ∈ F },
and let P ′ consist of the following rules:
(1) (Ep,X) → (Ep, X¯) for each p ∈ Q and X ∈ V,
(2) (Ep,X) → (p,X) for each p ∈ Q and X ∈ V,
(3) (p,X) → (E¯q, A′) if ((p,X)→ (q,A)) ∈ P,
(4) (E¯p, X¯) → (E¯p,X) for each p ∈ Q and X ∈ V,
(5) (E¯p, A′) → (Ep,A) for each p ∈ Q and A ∈ V ∪ .
Now if (p,X) ⇒G (q,A) is an arbitrary derivation step in G, where p, q ∈ Q,
X ∈ V , A ∈ V ∪ , and ,,  ∈ (V ∪ )∗, then
(Ep,X)⇒∗(1) (Ep, ¯X) (Replace each variable Y in  by Y¯ )
⇒(2) (p, ¯X) (Change the state Ep into p)
⇒(3) (E¯q, ¯A′) (Simulate the G-derivation step)
⇒∗(4) (E¯q,A′) (Replace each variable Y¯ in ¯ by Y )
⇒(5) (Eq,A) (Replace the variable A′ by A).
is the corresponding simulation in G′, where ¯ denotes the string obtained from  by
replacing each variable Y by its barred variant Y¯ . Note that in the productions of group
(3) it is essential that P does not contain any ε-productions. It is now easily veriﬁed that
Llt(G
′) = L(G). 
Corollary 7.4.
(a) Llm(ε-free-ACFG) = Llt(ε-free-ACFG) ⊆ Llt(ε-free-sACFG).
(b) Llm(ACFG) = Llt(ACFG)  Llt(sACFG).
Proof. The inclusions follow from Lemma 4.1. Further, we know from Corollary 6.5 and
Theorem 7.1(b) that
Llm(sACFG) = L(APDA) = ETIME  RE = Llt(sACFG). 
Unfortunately, many questions concerning the inclusions between the language classes
considered so far remain open. In particular we have the following open question.
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Open Problem 4. DoesLlm(X) ⊆ L(X) or its converse hold, whereX is any of the classes
(ε-free-) (s)ACFG?
Observe that
L(ε-free-sACFG) ⊆ Llt(ε-free-sACFG) ⊆ Llm(sACFG)
by Corollary 7.2 and Theorem 7.3(a), while
Llm(ECFG)L(ε-free-ECFG)Llt(ε-free-ECFG)
byProposition 2.2,which shows that various inclusion results do not carry over fromECFGs
to sACFGs.
In the remainder of this section, we will illustrate the differences between the various
derivationmodes by considering some examples of (s)ACFGs. Analogously to Section 3we
denote byLrm(G,w) andLlt(G,w) the languages that are generated by the grammarG from
the initial stringw with respect to rightmost and leftish derivations, respectively. If arbitrary
derivations are used, then the generated language is denoted by L(G,w). Obviously, for
each sACFG G and each string w, we have
Llm(G,w) ⊆ L(G,w), Lrm(G,w) ⊆ L(G,w), and Llt(G,w) ⊆ L(G,w).
The following example simultaneously separates Llm(G), Lrm(G), Llt(G), and L(G).
Example 7.5. Let G1 := ({∃,∀}, {∀}, {S,A,B,C}, {a}, P , S, ∃, {∃,∀}) be the sACFG
with the following productions:
(∃, S)→ (∃, ABC), (∃, A)→ (∃, ε), (∃, C)→ (∃, ε),
(∃, S)→ (∀, ABC), (∃, B)→ (∀, ε), (∀, B)→ (∃, a),
(∃, A)→ (∀, a), (∃, C)→ (∃, a), (∀, B)→ (∃, ε).
The possible leftmost, rightmost, and leftish derivation trees are shown in Fig. 4, where
dotted lines represent possible choices (that is, only one of them is to be chosen), and solid
lines represent universal branches (that is, all the branches must be chosen at each such
node). As, in addition, there is an unrestricted derivation
(∃, S)⇒ (∃, ABC)⇒ (∃, BC)⇒ (∃, B)⇒ (∀, ε),
we see that the languages generated byG1 in the leftmost, rightmost, leftish, and unrestricted
derivation modes are Llm(G1) = {aa}, Lrm(G1) = ∅, Llt(G1) = {a, aa}, and L(G1) =
{ε, a, aa}, respectively. 
Further, for each ACFG G and each string w, we have
Llm(G,w) ⊆ L(G,w) and Lrm(G,w) ⊆ L(G,w).
The following example simultaneously separates Llm(G), Lrm(G), and L(G).
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Fig. 4. Leftmost (top left), leftish (top right), and rightmost (bottom) derivation trees.
Example 7.6. Consider the ACFG
G2 := ({S,A1, A2, A3, E1, E2, E3}, {A1, A2, A3}, {a, a′, b, b′}, P , S),
where P contains the following productions:
S → A1E2E3, E1 → ε, E1 → a, A1 → a′, A1 → a′a,
S → E1A2E3, E2 → a, E2 → b, A2 → a, A2 → b,
S → E1E2A3, E3 → ε, E3 → b, A3 → b′, A3 → bb′.
Then, for each derivation mode m,
Lm(G2) = Lm(G2, A1E2E3) ∪ Lm(G2, E1A2E3) ∪ Lm(G2, E1E2A3).
(1) L(G2, A1E2E3) = {a′ab}, and this string is derivable only by ﬁrst expandingA1, since
L(G2, a
′E2E3) ∩ L(G2, a′aE2E3) = {a′ab},
L(G2, A1aE3) ∪ L(G2, A1bE3) = ∅,
L(G2, A1E2b) ∪ L(G2, A1E2) = ∅.
(2) L(G2, E1A2E3) = {ab}, and this string is derivable only by ﬁrst expanding A2, since
L(G2, E1aE3) ∩ L(G2, E1bE3) = {ab},
L(G2, A2E3) ∪ L(G2, aA2E3) = ∅,
L(G2, E1A2b) ∪ L(G2, E1A2) = ∅.
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(3) L(G2, E1E2A3) = {abb′}, and this string is derivable only by ﬁrst expandingA3, since
L(G2, E1E2bb
′) ∩ L(G2, E1E2b′) = {abb′},
L(G2, E2A3) ∪ L(G2, aE2A3) = ∅,
L(G2, E1aA3) ∪ L(G2, E1bA3) = ∅.
Thus, we see that L(G2) = {a′ab, ab, abb′}, Llm(G2) = {a′ab}, and Lrm(G2) = {abb′}.
8. An undecidability result
Let G be an (s)ACFG, and let m be any of the leftmost, rightmost or leftish deriva-
tion modes. Then Lm(G) ⊆ L(G), but in general the converse inclusion does not hold.
Accordingly, we are interested in the following decision problem:
INSTANCE : An (s)ACFG G.
QUESTION : Is L(G) = Lm(G)?
For this problem we have the following undecidability result.
Theorem 8.1. Let m denote one of the derivation modes leftmost, rightmost, or leftish.
Then it is undecidable in general whether the equality L(G) = Lm(G) holds for a given
(s)ACFG G.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, it sufﬁces to consider the case that G is an ACFG.
Given two context-free grammars G1 and G2, one can easily construct an ACFG G0
such thatL(G0) = L(G1)∩L(G2). As it is undecidable in general whether the intersection
of two context-free languages is empty [7], it is also undecidable in general whether the
intersection of two context-free languages contains a non-empty word. It follows that it is
undecidable in general whether the language L(G) generated by an ACFG G contains a
non-empty word.
Wewill now reduce this problem to the problem of decidingwhether the languagesL(G′)
and Lm(G′) coincide for an ACFG G′. So let G be an ACFG over the terminal alphabet
{a, b}, and let S be its start symbol.We deﬁne anACFGG′ with start symbol S′ by adding to
G the new existential variables E,E′, the universal variables S′, Aa,Ab, and the following
productions:
S′ → S, S′ → EE′, E′ → Aa, E′ → Ab,
E → ε, E → aE, E → bE,
Aa → ε, Aa → a, Ab → ε, Ab → b.
It is easily veriﬁed that
L(G′, E) = {a, b}∗,
L(G′, EE′) = Lrm(G′, EE′) = {a, b}+, and
Llm(G
′, EE′) = ∅.
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As L(G′, S) = L(G, S), we see that L(G′, S′) = L(G, S)∩L(G′, EE′). Further, we have
that Llm(G′, S′) = Llm(G′, S) ∩ Llm(G′, EE′) = ∅. Hence,
L(G′, S′) = Llm(G′, S′) iff L(G′, S′) = ∅ iff L(G, S) ∩ {a, b}+ = ∅,
and by our remark above the last equality is undecidable.
The same proof applies to the leftish derivation mode, and a symmetric construction
yields the result for the rightmost derivation mode. 
9. Concluding remarks
The main result of this paper is the characterization of the language class L(APDA)
by sACFGs with leftmost derivation mode (Theorem 6.4). Unfortunately, this result does
not answer the original question as to whether or not alternating context-free grammars
correspond in expressive power to alternating pushdown automata.
We have further seen that for (s)ACFGs the expressive power depends on the chosen
derivation mode (see Section 7). However, many questions about the exact relationships
between the many language classes that are obtained by choosing various derivation modes
remain open. Also only few closure properties for the various language classes deﬁned by
(s)ACFGs are currently known.
Recently a variant of the context-free grammars has been considered under the name of
conjunctive grammars [15]. While in the derivation process of an alternating context-free
grammar the application of a universal step splits the derivation into several independent
sentential forms, each of which is then processed independently of all the others, the deriva-
tion process in a conjunctive grammar keeps all the different right-hand sides obtained by
applying a universal step in a common context. Thus, the effect of a universal step in a
conjunctive grammar is only local in contrast to the situation in an alternating context-
free grammar. It is shown in [15] that many of the standard constructions of context-free
grammars carry over to conjunctive grammars, and consequently the languages generated
by them are recognizable in polynomial time. On the other hand, the class of languages
generated by conjunctive grammars is quite expressive, as it properly contains all those lan-
guages that are obtained as intersections of ﬁnitely many context-free languages. However,
the exact relationship between the class of conjunctive languages and the languages gen-
erated by ACFGs remains to be determined. Intuitively ACFGs should be more powerful
than conjunctive grammars, but it is not even clear whether each conjunctive language is
generated by an ACFG. However, in the linear case these concepts yield the same language
class.
For future work it also remains to study the language classes that are obtained by (state-)
alternating variants of non-context-free phrase structure grammars. Here growing context-
sensitive grammars [5], context-sensitive grammars, monotone grammars and arbitrary
phrase structure grammars come to mind. For example, in [16] two of the authors have
studied the computational power of the alternating variant of the shrinking two-pushdown
automaton of Buntrock and Otto [1].
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Appendix
The diagram below depicts the known inclusion relations between some of the language
classes discussed in the paper and some well-known language and complexity classes. By
 we denote an inclusion,  denotes a proper inclusion, and denotes
equality.
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Llt(ECFG)
L(sACFG)  ETIME
ALINSPACE
Llm(sACFG) P

Llt(ε-free-sACFG)

		 L(APDA) 

 LOG(L(lin-sACFG))
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
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